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(ABSTRACT)

A strength of materials type solution is obtained for the shear

stress state in the adhesive layer of a bonded cantilever beam

subjected to an end load.

The shear stress is constant through the thickness of the

adhesive layer and varies from zero at the fixed end to a maximum

value at the free end. This maximum value can, under certain condi-

tions, be calculated from knowledge of the load and the beam geometry

only. The adhesive's shear modulus can then be determined from a

measurement of the shear strain in the adhesive layer.

An expression for the beam deflection is also obtained. It

contains a coefficient of adhesion which is potentially useful to

evaluate surface treatments or other factors leading to different

states of adhesion.

Fracture mechanics application of the specimen, nonlinear and

viscoelastic adhesive behavior are briefly mentioned.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, adhesives have increasingly been used in struc-

tural bonds, especially in high-performance sectors like the aeronautical

industry. Advantages of adhesive bonding are manyfold: fatigue behavior

of adhesively bonded joints is better than for the traditional bolted,

welded or riveted joints; loads are more uniformly transferred from one

adherend to the other; no local weakening of the adherends due to bolt

holes; weight of the actual bonding area is reduced; joint surfaces are

smoother, etc. However, there are disadvantages and, at least, two major

problems arise when using adhesives to bond structural parts. First, the

stress state is usually complex and not accurately known, and second,

environmental effects can seriously affect joint performance to the ex-

tent that long-term integrity is not predictable.

Numerical techniques, mostly finite element analyses, give good

understanding of the first, providing material properties are known. This

need for good properties as well as the effect of environment on proper-

ties has resulted in a great variety of test geometries and test speci-

mens. The reason there is no single generally accepted test is that all

have their shortcomings in various degrees. Some are reasonably well

analyzed but require costly machining and fabrication while others are

simple to make but give only average or over-simplified moduli. Moreover,

many adhesives exhibit complex material characteristics such as nonlinear

and/or time dependent behavior. In addition, the chemical or mechanical

bonding between adherends and adhesives is not well understood. The

interface or interphase layer between adherend and adhesive is not well

A
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. 2

defined especially in regard to the measurement of mechanical properties.

There is also some question as to whether the properties of the bulk ad-

hesive differ from those of the thin film of adhesive in an actual joint.

The Short Beam Shear Test (SBST) is an ASTM Standard Test [1], used

to obtain the interlaminar shear strength of composite materials [1-11].

In this test a short composite beam is loaded to failure in three-point

bending (Figure 1.1). Span to thickness ratios may vary from 4 to 7 de-

pending on the fiber type in the composite [1]. In elastic beam theory,

the maximum shear stress, at the midplane, in three-point bending is given

by equation (1.1), in which b is the width of the beam.

tmax = iää (1.1)

At failure, P = Pf, the interlaminar shear strength SH is then given by

3PSH = ä <1.2>
Because the beam is short, Saint·Venant effects cannot be neglected

as they are in the elastic beam theory leading to expression (1.1), which

assumes a constant shear state. Thus the interlaminar shear strength as

obtained in the SBST, will only be an "apparent" interlaminar shear

strength. Therefore ASTM advises to use this value only for quality

control and not for design [1].

Whitney and Browning [2,3] raised another point of caution about the

SBST stating that very often fiber buckling in the neighborhood of the

load leads to failure prior to that predicted by theory at the midsurface.

Browning, Abrams and Whitney [4] proposed to replace the SBST by a test
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Fig. l.l Short beam shear test for composites.
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using four point bending which, in their experiments, routinely produced

the desired interlaminar shear failure mode.

Stinchcomb, Henneke and Price [S] even went further and completely

rejected the SBST for quality control of advanced composites. They ex-

perimentally obsarved that fOI g1'8phitG'polyimide laminates, only those

which were poorly manufactured failed in shear.

Notwithstanding the above objectives to the SBST for composites, the

question arose as to whether such a simple test geometry of a beam in

three-point-bending or a cantilever beam loaded at the end, could be used

to measure the shear properties of an adhesive layer bonded to two

adherends (Figure 1.2). To obtain properties it is necessary to calculate

or know a priori the stress state at a material point and to relate this

known stress to measurable shear deformation in the adhesive layer, or

even easier, the midpoint deflection of the beam. lt is the purpose of

this study to obtain a closed-form analytical solution to a beam composed

of two adherends bonded together with an adhesive. The finite element

method will also be used to obtain a numerical solution. The two sol-

utions will be compared. The intent is to provide a basis for the meas-

urement of shear properties with this technique. As a result, optimum

features of geometry and properties of adherends and adhesives will be

identified to maximize achieving accurate measurements.
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Fig. 1.2 Three·point bending of a bonded beam.



2. STRESSES AND DISPLACEMENTS IN AN ADHESIVELY BONDED

CANTILEVER BEAM SUBJECTED TO AN END LOAD

2.1 Ingrgdnction

In this chapter a solution will be presented for the state of stress

and for the displacements in an adhesively bonded cantilever beam sub-

jected to an endload. More particularly, the shear stress distribution

along the length of the adhesive layer will be examined. Also, the ex-

perimental use of this test geometry will be extensively discussed.

The idea of the method of analysis is to subject the cantilever beam

to an endload and to cut the adhesive layer along its midplane, thus

freeing the shear stresses in this layer. Expressing continuity of dis-

placements along both sides of the cut, together with the deflection

equations for the adherends, will result in a differential equation in

the unknown shear stress. This equation will eventually be solved using

the proper boundary conditions.

A similar method was first used in 1962 by Hubert Beck [LQ, in an

article in which the author examined the shear forces in connecting floors

between two shear walls of a high—rise building.

Three basic assumptions are made in the present analysis:

- the adhesive layer is in a state of pure shear

- the adherends obey the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory

- both adhesive and adherends are linear elastic.

The validity of the first assumption will depend upon the thickness and

stiffness of the adhesive layer and how the load is transferred to the

beam. This last point will be discussed in a later section. For thick

6
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and stiff adhesive layers, normal stresses are likely to develop like they

do in a monolithic beam. A consequence of the second assumption is that

the adherends may not be "short beams", which is, in fact, an ill-defined

term. Usually a beam is called "short", when its length-to-thickness

ratio is less than 8 or 10.

The solution will be valid for both a beam in three·point bending

and a cantilever beam subjected to an endload, assuming the latter to be

perfectly clamped. Due to symmetry, the midsection of the beam in

three-point-bending will undergo no rotation, nor will the fixed end of

the cantilever beam. If the load on the cantilever beam equals the sup-

port reactions of the three-point-bending beam, then the vertical dis-

placement of the midsection of the single beam will be equal to the end

deflection of the cantilever (Figure 2.1)

2.2 Geometry ego Notetiogo

The following symbols will be used in the remainder of this chapter

(Figure 2.2). The cantilever beam is symmetrical with respect to its

midplane.

Geometry Material Properties

2: length of the cantilever E: Young°s modulus of the adherends

h: thickness of an adherend G: shear modulus of the adherends

t: half the thickness of the Ga: shear modulus of the adhesive

adhesive layer

b: width of the beam
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The vertical deflection v is chosen positive for downward motion.

Transverse deformations due to Poisson effects are neglected.

To complete the symmetry and to avoid compressive stresses in the

adhesive layer, half of the load P is applied to the upper adherend, half

to the lower adherend.

2.3 §hee; Stteee Qiettihgtieh in the Adheeiye Layet

The adhesive layer of the loaded beam is cut along its midplane

(Figure 2.3). On both sides of the cut, the unknown shear stress in the

adhesive layer,1xy(x), is then exposed. The direction of the shear stress

will be so that it counteracts the relative motion of the surfaces along

the cut due to the bending of the adherends caused by their end loads.

In the assumption that Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is valid for the

adherends, the deflection equation for the upper adherend is given by:

2 (2.1)
in which v is the deflection of the adherend, M is the applied moment on

the adherend with respect to its midplane, and I is the moment of inertia

of the adherend, again with respect to the midplane.

I „ (2.2)
I2

M is taken to be positive when the lowest fiber of the adherend is

stretched.



lOdv/dx P/2

M >0
L

¥

t—

1dv/dx IP/2

Fig. 2.3 Cantilever beam cut along the midplane of the
adhesive layer.
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The applied moment has a negative component due to the applied load

P/2 and a positive component due to the unknown shear stress IXY, acting

at a distance, h/2 + t, away from the midplane of the adherend.

mx) = — F b [F + C] V C <¤> dn <2-3)
2 2 X xy

Combining equations (2.1) and (2.3) results in the deflection

equation: X

EI gi; = ä (R-x) - b FFFF
fi Ixy(n) dn (2.4)

If no shear stress acted along the exposed adhesive surface, two

neighboring points on each side of the cut (Figure 2.3), would move apart

due to the individual bending deformations of both adherends. It is to

prevent this motion that shear stresses must exist in the adhesive layer.

To assure continuity, it is then necessary that the total relative

Fdisplacement, due to internal and external loads, of those two originally

neighboring points be set zero. This relative displacement has three

distinct components: one due to bending of the adherends, the second due
F

to shear deformation of the adhesive layer, and the third due to normal

deformation of the adherends caused by the integrated shear stress. Only

the horizontal components will be considered.

The relative displacement component due to bending of the adherends,

6l(x), can be readily obtained from Figure 2.4; and is arbitrarily taken

positive.

61(x) = 2 • FFFF •
S; = (h+2c) gä (2.5)



l2

dv/dx
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Fig. 2.4 Relative displacement due to bending.
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Txy S2(x)

zw

Fig. 2.5 Relative displacement due to shear deformation
of the adhesive.
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The relative displacement component due to shear deformation of the

adhesive, ö2(x) is determined from Figure 2.5.

T xö2<><> = - 2: vxy(x) = — 2: läél (2.6)
Because the relative displacement of each point is in opposite directions

when compared to the bending component, 62(x) must be negative. The minus

sign is necessary because 52(x) is negative and rxy is taken positive as

shown. The adhesive is assumed to be linear elastic to obtain equation

(2.6).

In addition to contributing to bending stresses in the adherends,

the shear stress in the adhesive layer will induce a net axial force in

both adherends, tensile in the upper and compressive in the lower. These

normal forces will cause a third displacement component for points along

the exposed middle surface of the adhesive.

In a beam loaded by normal stresses only, the displacements are found

integrating the normal strains (Figure 2.6):

X x ¤ (n)
A(X) =

fo
6x(n) dn = fo

—äE—— dn (2.7)

This normal stress ¤x(n), in the bonded cantilever is the total force,

obtained by integration of the shear stresses from point n to the end of

the beam, divided by the transversal area of the adherend.

1 Z (2.8)
ox(n) = gg In

b rxy(A) dA

Substitution of equation (2.8) into equation (2.7) leads to:

x R 1 (A)
A(x) =

IO In
dn (2.9)
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Fig. 2.6 Normal deformation of a beam in tension.
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Fig. 2.7 Relative displacement due to normal deformation
of the adherends.
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The relative displacement component of the two points along the ad-

hesive surface, Ö3 (x), is then obtained from Figure 2.7. Like

the second component, 63(x) is negative too.

2 x 2
63(x) = —

E [Of Txy(Ä) dÄ dn (2-lo)
0

The continuity equation finally is,

61(x) + 6204) + 6304) = 0 (2-11)

or,

ax - 2; XÄX
-

JL
fx fl

r (A) dA dn = 0 (2.12)dx Ga Eh 0 n xy

In the next section the deflection equation (2.6) and the continuity

equation (2.12) will be combined and lead to a differential equation in

the unknown shear stress rxy(x).

2.3.2 Qiffegehtial Eguetieh fe; the §hea; §t;ees

In the previous section, the basic equations governing the shear

stress state in the beam were developed. These equations need now to be

combined and integrated to lead to the actual shear stress distribution

in the adhesive layer.

First, the continuity equation is to be differentiated twice with

respect to x. Some theorems concerning integral calculus have to be used

to take the derivative of the integral term. These are:

lg- lx f(¤) dn = f(x) (2'l3a)
dx a

and
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8 x

1
““> d“ = *1 PW P11 (2.13b)

X a

Taking the first derivative of equation (2.12) leads to:

dzv 2C
(ITX!

2
2

_
(11+2:)

dx
X

rxy(A) dk - 0 (2.14)

and taking the second, to:

dzt
dav 2t 11 2 _ Ü (2.15)

Differentiating the deflection equation (2.4) once with respect to x

gives:

d2v P h+2CEI - - 2 + b [ 2 (2.16)

Elimination of the deflection term from equations (2. 15) and (2.16),

and some rearrangement, leads to the differential equation in the unknown

shear stress .

azzx ca 11 2
Ga

P @-17)

Introducing t/h as a dimensionless adhesive thickness and Q./h as a

slenderness ratio and using the expression for the inertia moment I,

equation (2. 17) can be rewritten as

dzkx
3 P (1+2:/11>P 1 1,+.

1dx' E 11 :/11 V $(1+2:/11) xy

= P 3 gi 2 2 (1+2C/h)2 (2 18)”
b(11+2:)112 E 11 :/11 '

Now the following parameters are defined,
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G2 = 3 Q 2 2 (1+2:/h)2
E 11 :711 (2-19)

2 = l (2.20)Y 1 + 3(1+2t/h)2

E = GY
(2.21)

Substitution of these in equation (2. 18) results in:

2 ..
Öl;2 - 2 2 . . - _;. 2 2 2ax 2 xy b(h+2t) Y1 ( .22)

To obtain the final form of the second order differential equation, x is

replaced by a dimensionless coordinate g.

6 = 1;- (2.23)

d2T 2.112-* - -2 = _ __B__ 2dä

G2—3-3The
general solution of a second order differential equation with

constant coefficients, consists of a homogeneous part and a particular

PBIC.

h 12Txy rxy + Txy (2.25)
By inspection, the particular solution can be found to be,

P 12

The homogeneous solution for an equation of form (2.24) is:

rx; = cl cosh E-E + cz sinh EQ (2,27)

The complete solution is given by
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I =—2-————iP +c coshde§+c sinh_xy b-Y (1-1+2::) 1 Z

aginwhich the integration constants Cl and C 2 are to be found using the

boundary conditions. At the fixed end, for 5 = 0 and x = 0:

dv 0 (2.29)
Setting dv/dx equal to zero in the continuity equation (2.12) and con-

sidering that an integral with equal integration limits vanishes, leads

to: _

Tx}, (€ = 0) = O (2.30)
and

- Pcl ” (2.31)

At the loaded end, the applied moment and thus the curvature, is zero.

EI0ä
= 1

Taking the derivative of the continuity equation (2.12) and evaluating

the resulting equation for x = 1 leads to:

dr
0 (2.321)

X x=9.

or,

drx
· —EX =· 0 (2.32b)

€=l

and,

cl O (2.32c)

so that,

= P 11111 E 2C2 bY"(h+2C) ( J3)
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Finally, expression (2.34) is obtained for the shear stress distribution

in the adhesive layer:

Txy = E;7?ä;EE$
(1 - cosh H5 + canh E sinh Ä;) (2.34)

Stresses and displacements in the adherends can be computed using

Euler-Bernouilli beam theory for a cantilever loaded by a shear stress

as given in (2.34) and an end load P/2.

2-3-4-In this section the two limit cases of "perfect adhesion" and "no

adhesion" will be investigated.

Perfect adhesion is assumed to be obtained when the bonded beam be-

haves like a monolithic beam with no adhesive layer. This condition is

met when the thickness of the adhesive layer approaches zero. Therefore

the limits for vanishing t, have to be examined for a, Y, Ä and rxy

The perfect adhesion case is not defined as the limit case for which

the adhesive°s shear modulus approaches the adherend°s shear modulus,

since this would violate the pure shear assumption in the adhesive layer.

Ga 2 2 (l+2t/h)2lim 0.2 =* lim 3 °’ (2'35)
:+0 :+0

1 411m YZ = lim 1 + ————-Z = — <Z·36>
t+O C*O 3(1+2:/h) 3

lim E = lim GY = ¤ (2-37)
t->0 t-»O
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_ _ 3P w sinh w
Ixy - abh (l cosh sinh

[1 (coshZ w — sinhz w)]

_ 3P l“ 4bh [Z ‘ “‘c¤'s'h m)

„ Ä 2 38
4bh

( )

This shear stress is exactly the maximum shear stress in a monolithic and

homogeneous cantilever beam of thickness 2h, subjected to an endload P.

For the case of "no adhesion", the adhesive has to be infinitely

deformable, or, in other words, the adhesive°s shear modulus Ga has to

approach zero. Taking again the necessary limits it is seen that the

shear stress goes, logically, to zero in the "adhesive" layer.

G 2 2. . /h)lm Ü = lm YZ 3 Ä (Ä] -Ä--—(l[2t = O (2.39)
G +0 G +0 E h t h

a a

. P , _éimo Ixy (l cosh O + tanh O s1nh O) — 0 (2.40)
8

In the following the shear stress distribution will be analyzed for

the whole range of adhesives between these limit cases.

2.3.5. Qieeuseieh ef the Sheer §rre;; ih the Adheeiye Layer

The Variation of the shear stress in the adhesive along the length

of the cantilever is given by equation (2.34)

Txy(€) (l — cosh Ei + tanh E • sinh Ei) (2.34)
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From this expression it°s seen that the spatial dependence of the

shear stress is governed by the parameter Ä; which is in turn related to d

and Y. To enhance the following discussion, equations on these quantities

are repeated below.
G 2“2Yz

1 1 1 äéämv (2.20)
E -

(,1, ‘ (2.21)
The quantity

dn
contains all beam characteristics, both geometrical

and material. Generally, E will increase with adhesive stiffness and beam

length and decrease with adhesive thickness. The exact variation of E

as a function of adhesive deformability, E/Ga, is given in Figure 2.8 for

various adhesive thicknesses and slenderness ratios. For aluminum

adherends bonded with an epoxy adhesive for example, E/Ga will be some-

where between 100 and 1000, leading to values of
Ä.

in the neighborhood

of 10 or less for common geometries.

For a cantilever beam, loaded at the end by a force P, the external

shear force diagram is constant, equalling P. In a monolithic homogeneous

beam the shear stress state is directly related to the external shear

force, resulting in a constant shear stress distribution along the length

of the beam. From elementary strength of materials, the variation over

the thickness of the beam is known to be parabolic (Figure 2.9).

In a bonded cantilever beam, however, the shear stress in the adhe-

sive is not directly related to the external shear force, but to the

relative displacements of the adherends on each side of the adhesive

layer. This relative motion of the adherends induces shear deformations

in the adhesive layer and therefore also shear stresses. At the fixed
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end of the cantilever, although axial stresses and strains in the

adherends are highest due to the maximum bending moment, there is no

relative displacement between the adherends, because the displacement at

the fixed support is zero. Thus, shear strains and shear stresses are

zero in the adhesive layer at the fixed end. Further away from the

clamped end, relative motion of the adherends begins to develop, thus

building up shear stresses in the adhesive, until, in most cases, a stable

value is reached.

This shear stress Variation from the fixed end (g = 0) to the free

end (g = 1), is shown in Figure (2.10), for various values of parameter

Q1 It is seen in this figure that for increasing Q1 more and more a con-

stant shear state is approached asld is increased. A high}; means a thin

or stiff adhesive layer or a long beam. For low Q‘the shear stress varies

along most of the length of the beam. A rough physical explanation for

this is that it takes "longer" for the adherends to develop the relative ‘

displacements corresponding to a stabilized shear state when the adhesive

layer gets thicker or more deformable

The maximum shear stress is always encountered at the free end of

the cantilever. An expression for this maximum shear stress is obtained

setting g = 1 in equation (2.34).

räyax (l - coshsinhIn

section 2.3.4, the limits for the shear stress in the cases of

perfect adhesion and no adhesion were examined. Figure 2.11 shows how

the maximum shear stress varies for a total range of geometries and ad-
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hesive properties. A logarithmic scale is used to allow a complete rep-

resentation going from very stiff to very deformable adhesives. Both

graphs show three distinct zones. For very stiff adhesives, the maximum

shear stress has a constant value, depending only on the thickness of the

adhesive layer. This is the zone of higher E'values, so that the second

term in parenthesis in equation (2.41) vanishes, leaving only the compo-

nent depending on the adhesive thickness. For very deformable adhesives,

approaching the case of no adhesion, shear stresses drop to zero. The

middle zone, approximately two decades wide, can be seen as an interaction

zone, where both geometrical and adhesive properties are important.

A noteworthy feature of these curves is that they can be "shifted"

by a mere change of geometrical parameters. For example, making the beam

longer or the adhesive layer thinner, will extend the constant shear zone.

2.3.6. Experimental Aspect;

The constant maximum shear zone as discussed in the previous section

is particularly interesting when it comes to using the bonded cantilever

beam as a test device for measuring adhesive properties.

For this range of "stiffer" adhesives, it is possible to calculate

the maximum shear stress in the adhesive layer from geometrical charac-

teristics only. If a measurement of the shear strain in the adhesive can

be obtained at the place of maximum stress, the shear modulus can be

easily found, assuming linear elastic adhesive behavior. Such a meas-

urement could for example be done by tracking the displacements of some

points on each side of the adhesive layer using modern optical devices.
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The maximum shear strain, yiix, in the adhesive layer may be ex-

pressed as

rmax
P E/G 1

The maximum shear strain is represented graphically in Figure 2.12 as a

function of geometry and properties.

Due to the constant maximum shear stress, the shear strain varies

linearly in the zone of the "stiffer" adhesives. For the very deformable

adhesives an asymptotic value is reached. Here, the adhesive is so

deformable that both adherends can develop their full deformation, as if

they were individually loaded, without being restricted by the adhesive

layer. The value of that ygixcorresponds to the relative displacements

between the adherends at the loaded end.

From Figures 2.11 and 2.12 it is seen that the constant shear stress

zone and the linearly varying shear strain zone can be extended by making

the beam longer and the adhesive layer thinner. This means that for some

adhesive, for which a rough estimate of the shear modulus is available,

a test geometry can be "tailored" to make sure to be in the linear maximum

shear strain zone.

Moreover, making the adhesive layer thinner and the beam longer,

increases the value of Q, thus leading to a constant shear state over a

large part of the beam (Figure 2.10). As a result, shear strain meas-

urements need not be performed at the loaded end of the beam. Moving away

from the end will not only make it easier to install the measuring device,

but will also eliminate possible end effects.
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2.4 Qefleetieg of the Bonded Qagtileye; Beam

2.4. 1 Iggeggetieg, ef ehe Qefleetgieg ßguatiog

In the following section equations will be derived to relate the end

deflection of the cantilever or the mid-point deflection of the beam in

three-point-bending to the shear modulus of the adhesive. Therefore the

deflection equation (2.4)

EI gi; = g (2-x) - b B§§5
fi

rXy(n) dn (2.4)

must be integrated, using the proper boundary conditions. Substituting

the expression for the shear stress in the integral, leads to:
1 -

cosh %9 + tanh Esinhx

(2-x) sinh gg +:é tanh E cosh—x

sinh tanh E

coshIntegrationof equation $2.43) results in
2 2

_ (2.43)

tanh E sinh cl (2.44)

in which Cl is an integration constant to be found using boundary condi-

tions. As shown from theory of elasticity [13], or elementary strength

of materials [14] approaches, the total deflection of a beam under any

kind of loading consisrsof three terms: a bending term, which is always

the dominant term, a shear term, that only has some importance for short

beams, and a Poisson term which is usually two or more orders of magnitude

smaller than the dominant one and which depends upon position over the

thickness of the beam. The shear term is due to nonuniform shear stress

over the thickness of the adherends, and will be included here.
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For a homogeneous monolithic beam, under some unspecified loading,

resulting in a shear force V, the shear deflection vs is given in dif-

ferential form by

2 (2.45)
where A is the cross-sectional area of the beam [14, pp. 170-175]. In

the present case, where the shear force is constant, the shear deflection

of the adherends will vary linearly with x, so that it's second derivative

will be zero. For the bonded cantilever where each adherend is subjected

to a load P/2 and has a cross-sectional area of bh, equation (2.45) be-

comes
dv
$(3 2 (2.46)

This extra term affects by no means the previously derived deflection

equation, since the latter contained only the second derivative of the

deflection. However, a note should be made here. Rigorously, this term

should also have been included when using the boundary condition to

evaluate the integration constants for the shear stress distribution in

the adhesive layer. There, in the first condition, dv/dx was set to zero

at the fixed end, resulting in a vanishing [xy at that end. Later, in

section 2.3.5, the physical correctness of that condition was proved. lf,

on the other hand, the shear term had been included, a singular, and thus

physically unacceptable, shear stress in the adhesive layer, at the fixed

end, would have been the result, therefore this secondary deflection term

was omitted in the analysis of the shear stress distribution.

The boundary condition for the derivative of the deflection at the

fixed end then becomes:
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ii . Ä. (2.47)
dx 4bhGx=O

Resulting in,

P 2 2 3PC1 ' + 4bhG (ZA8)

and,

dv P x2 3P P x2 2 2 dx
dx 21-:1 (lx ° 2] + 4bhG ' 2P1Y2 [ZX ' T + °°$h T

2 2 _ —
- — tanh oz sinh (2,49)

Integrate equation (2.49) to find the deflection, C2 is a second inte-

gration constant to be found from the boundary condition.

= P 2x2 x3 3Px P 2x2 x3 Z 3 . dxV 2E1[2 ' 6] +4bhc'2P;1Y2 I:2
“

6 + E Smh 2
2 3 ..x tanh om cosh C2 (2-90)

O.

Expressing that the deflection is zero at the fixed end, leads to C·:

_ P 2 3 —
cz - - ig? ä tanh a (2.51)

and finally to v,

P 2x2 x3 3Px P 2x2 x3 2 3 . dx
"”2E1(2 '?)+4bhc;'21z1Y2[2 6+% Smhsa

2 3 _ " 3 -- x — tanh oz cosh + tanh C1] (2.52)
1

Equalling x to 2 and expliciting the moment of inertia I of an adherend,

the end deflection 6 of the bonded cantilever beam is obtained. This

expression is also the midpoint deflection of a beam in three-point-

bending.
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+¥ (2.53)

The factor in front of the parenthesis is exactly the bending term of the

deflection of an isotropic cantilever beam of thickness 2h, loaded at the

end by a force P. Expression (2.53) will be slightly modified to have a

premultiplier equalling the bending deflection of cantilever of thickness

(2h + 2t) so that the term in parenthesis will approach one, if the shear

term is not considered, in the case of perfect adhesion.
.2‘ 6=(l+t/h)3]i4+

-é-E — ég :.11111 EH (2.54)
Equation (2.54) can be rewritten as,

Ö , (2.55)
with,

6 = (1+ :/11)}(2.56)

The factor 3 can be seen as a dimensionless end deflection for a

bonded cantilever beam, loaded at the end by a force P. The dependence

of this 3 on the adhesive properties and the significance of each term

in the square brackets will be discussed in the next section.

2-4-2-In

the previous section, an expression was obtained for the end de-

flection of a bonded cantilever beam subjected to an endload. The three

terms in the square brackets in equation (2.54) or in the definition of 3
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(2.56), each have a distinct physical meaning. The first term is related

to the bending of the adherends and is only dependent on geometry. The

second is the shear deflection term, also and adherend and geometry re-

lated term which is at most, except for very short beams, a few percent

of the bending term. The third and last term, is to our purpose the most

important, because it contains the adhesive properties through parameter

E. The magnitude of this term ranges from almost zero for very stiff ad-

hesives to about 4 times the bending term for very deformable adhesives.

T' 2 48- <1+¤/¤>3 (2.56)
The variation of coefficient L as a function of the adhesive

deformability is shown in Figures 2.13 for various adhesive thicknesses

and slendernesses of the cantilever. A value of 2.6 is taken for E/G,

assuming a Poisson coefficient of 0.3 for the adherends.

Like for the maximum shear stress curves, three zones can be dis-

tinguished. A small zone, for very stiff adhesives, in which the beam

deforms like an isotropic beam, which could be referred to as the "perfect

adhesion" zone. Here, 3 is approximately one, if the shear term is not

taken into account. On the other side of the graph, for very deformable

adhesives, the deflection of two separate beams of thickness h and each

loaded by a force P/2 is retrieved. For zero adhesive thickness, the

value of B would be 4 in this zone, because the stiffness of half a beam

is an eighth of the stiffness of the total beam and the load is half the

load as acting on the total beam. That the asymptotic values for 3 in

the graphs are higher than 4 is due to the fact that the isotropic beam

is referred to having a thickness 2(h+t) instead of 2h.
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Both zones are interconnected by an approximately two decades wide,

“high sensitivity" zone. In this middle zone the end deflection is ex-

tremely sensitive to the adhesive°s shear modulus. Again, the curves can

be shifted by changing the geometry of the beam, so that, if a rough es-

timate of Ga is available, a specimen can be "tailored" to obtain a de-
flection in the steep part of the curve. However, as will be discussed

in the following, when it comes to optimizing the specimen for deflection

measurements, this shifting doesn't work as well as it did for the shear

strain measurements in the adhesive layer itself

2-4-3-The

pros and cons of using measurements of the end deflection to

obtain the adhesive°s shear modulus are discussed in this section.

To have an idea of which adhesive property interval will be of in-

terest for testing purposes, Table 2.1 gives the E/Ga ratios for some

common adhesives. Generally the adhesives are situated in the "stiff"

adhesive zone of Figure 2.13. Because adhesive layers are usually thin,

on the order of 0.005 inch (1.27 mm), t/h ratios ranging from 1/20 to l/50

are common values; meaning that for "fairly long" beams, l/h ranging from

10 to 20, the beam will be situated in a low sensitivity part of the curve.

At most 5 to 10 percent of the total deflection can be related to the

adhesive property.

The sensitivity can be increased in two ways, by making the beam

shorter or the adhesive layer thicker, both of which can seriously en-

danger the validity of the underlying theory. For a thick (t/h > l/5)

and stiff adhesive layer, the assumption of pure shear in the adhesive
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Table 2.1 Comon E/Ga values for aluminum adherends
(* bonded to steel)

Ga
Adhesive ksi (MPa) E/Ga

Epoxy resins 80-180 55-125
(550-1350)

Polyimides 170 60
(1200)

Phenoxy resins 115-145 70-90
(800-1000)

Rubber po1ymers* 0.1-1 3.104 — 3.105
V

(1-7)
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Fig. 2.14 Dependence of the dimensions of a test beam
on the absolute value of the thickness of
the adhesive layer (scale l/l).
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should be questioned; for very short beams (1/h < 8 or 10), the Euler-

Bernoulli beam theory is no longer appropriate.

Assuming that an optimized cantilever has an adhesive-adherend

thickness ratio of 0.1, and a length to thickness of adherend ratio of

10, the absolute value of the thickness of the adhesive layer becomes

important. For a thickness 2t of the adhesive layer of 0.005 inch (0.127

mm), the total thickness of the cantilever would be 0.055 inch (1.40 mm)

and its length 0.25 inch (6.35 mm), which are unrealistic specimen di-

mensions (Figure 2. 14a). Better dimensions are obtained for an adhesive

thickness of 0.04 inch (1.016 mm) (Figure 2.14b), but still the specimen

is small. Therefore, a thick adhesive layer, in absolute value, not in

ratio, is crucial to obtain test specimens of reasonable dimensions and

good sensitivity.

No simple formula is available to obtain the shear modulus Ga once

a measurement of the deflection is made and all geometrical parameters

are known. Note that especially the thickness of the adhesive layer must

”
be known with extreme accuracy. There are two possible ways co get to

(;a_ The first is to solve equation (2.54) numerically for Sand then cal-

culate Ga using the definition of T

6 = (1+ t/h)3 [4 [1 -+%+

$2- {ég - tanh EH (2.54)

— _ /
Ga SL] (1+2t/h)2 1
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The second and probably the better way, since it gives a visual idea

of accuracy, is a graphical solution for Ga. From the measured value of

$,écan be calculated. The corresponding part of the (E/G Q curve can

be magnified for higher accuracy and E/Gd can be read from the graph

(Figure 2.15)

The deflection test can also be used to evaluate different types of

surface treatments or other factors that influence the state of adhesives.

Therefore a coefficient of adhesion is introduced. The deflection of a

bonded beam is known to be somewhere between the deflection of a

monolithic beam of height 2(h+t) loaded by a force P, and the deflection

of a single adherend of height h loaded by half that force. These de-

flections, in their nondimensional form, are shown in Figure 2.16. The

nondimensional end deflection of the bonded cantilever, 3, can be seen

as the coefficient of adhesion. For 3 going to unity, the bonded beam

will deform more like a monolithic beam, thus approaching perfect adhe-

sion. High values of 3 on the other hand, mean poor adhesion since the

adherends are less restrained in their individual deformation by the

presence of the adhesive layer.

Tests to measure 3 are as easy to perform as the single lap tests

that are usually used for quality control. Moreover, this cantilever beam

test, provided that it's equally loaded at both adherends, has the ad-

vantage over the single lap test that the adhesive layer really acts in

a state of pure shear.
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For the adhesively bonded cantilever beam, loaded at the free end,

the shear stress in the adhesive layer is not directly related to the

externally applied shear force, but to the relative displacements of the

adherends on each side of the adhesive layer. The shear stress in the

adhesive will always be zero at the fixed end, and for most beams reach '

a constant value at some distance away from that end. The magnitude of

this shear stress is dependent only on the load and the geometry of the

beam for a range of adhesives that were called "stiff" adhesives. This

range can be expanded by making the beam longer and the adhesive layer

thinner, thus also approaching a state of constant shear for the whole

length of the beam.

For a large part of the beam an almost ideal state of pure and con-

stant shear, the magnitude of which can be calculated from geometry and

loading alone, is then obtained. A direct measurement of the shear strain

in the adhesive layer with modern optical devices, immediately results

in a value of the adhesive°s shear modulus, in the assumption of linear

elastic adhesive behavior.

The use of deflection measurements to obtain adhesive properties

seems less promising, although the test would be easy to perform. Short

beams and thick adhesive layers are necessary to obtain some sensitivity

of the deflection to the adhesive°s shear modulus, thus restraining the

basic assumptions of the underlying theory and making the shear stress

highly dependent on position along the length of the beam. A graphical

method was presented to obtain the shear modulus directly from the meas-

urement of the end deflection of the beam.



3. STRESS·FUNCTION SOLUTION

3.1A

stress-function approach to a solution for the stress-state in a

bonded cantilever beam, loaded at the end, is taken in this chapter. The

solution of the previous chapter will be referred to as the strength-of-

materials solution. To the three basic assumptions of this strength-of-

materials solution -- Euler-Bernouilli beam theory, linear elastic

material behavior and pure shear in the adhesive layer -- a fourth is

added. It is assumed that the shear stress in the adhesive layer is

constant along the length of the beam.

From the strength-of-materials solution, rxy is known to vary along

the length of the beam, going from zero at the fixed end, to usually a

stable value some distance away. It was also seen that the higher the

joint parameter Ä, the more a state of constant shear for the whole beam

is approximated, a high E meaning relatively long beams and thin adhesive

layers. For those high Ä beams, the constant shear assumption may be a

reasonable approximation. It is to study the consequences of this con-

stant shear assumption that the present chapter is included.

According to the basic assumption, polynomial stress functions will

be proposed for the three layers of the beam. The constants in these

stress functions are then to be evaluated using the boundary conditions.

Differentiation of the stress-functions twice leads to the stresses in

the beam, strains are found using Hooke°s law and displacements by inte-

gration of the strain expressions. Finally a comparison of both solutions

will be made.

45
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A slightly different notation will be used for this stress-function

analysis: h will now be half the thickness of the total beam, including

the adhesive layer; where h was the thickness of an adherend only in the

strength of materials solution (Figure 3.1). This change was made not

to confuse the reader, but to obtain the simplest possible expressions

in both solutions. The cantilever is symmetric with respect to the x-

axis, which has its origin at the fixed end. Sub- and superscripts 1, 0

and 2 on stress, strain and displacement symbols, will refer

to the lower adherend, the adhesive layer and the upper adherend respec-

tively (Figure 3.2). G; is the adhesive's shear modulus; the material

properties of the adherends carry no subscripts.

3.2 Strass Statg in gb; ßgam

3.2.1. Sggess Eangtign Analysis |l3|

In an elasticity problem, in this case a two·dimensional plane stress

problem, three families of equations need to be solved simultaneously

subject to the boundary conditions. These are the equilibrium equations,

the compatibility equations and the constitutive equations.

The stresses existing on a small element of dimension dx and dy in

a state of plane stress areshown in Figure 3.3. All stresses are shown

in their positive direction. Assuming body forces are zero, the equi-

librium equations for this stress state are,

30 Brää+äfY—= 0 (3.1)

ül+i[.>£Z„ 0 (3.2)
By öx
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In order to solve these equations, subject to boundary conditions, the

elastic deformation of the body needs to be considered. If u and v are

the displacement components of some part in the body in the x and y di-

rections, respectively, then the three strain components for two dimen-

sional problems are given by:

6 .. ia (2.33)
x Bx

E ,9i (2.213)y Sy

= E ä (3.3 )Yxy ay + ax
C

These three equations can be combined into one which the strain components

must obey and which is called the compatibility equation
özex S26 32Y (3 A)
By

+ Gx
=

Bxay ·

Using Hooke's law,

= i - (3.6.3)ex E (ox voy)

- i (3.613)Ey —
E (¤y v¤X)

„ läx „ Eiäßl 7 (2.613)Yxy G E xy
and assuming a plane stress state, the compatibility equation can be ex-

pressed in terms of the stress components, tesulting in the equation

..., ...Z = Q (3.6)

To find the stresses, equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6) must be solved

taking into account the boundary conditions. This can be done numer-

ically, or analytically by introducing the so—called stress-function, ;,

defined as:

- 8% 3 7GX — · 6)
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6%
Oy = EQ: (3.7b)

T = -
(3.7c)

xy Gxöy

The equilibrium equations (3.1) and (3.2) are then satisfied by defini-

tion, so that the stress function only needs to fulfillthe compatibility

condition, leading to,

6‘*$
+ 2

6“‘$
+

§§$_
O (3.8)

EF Gx Gy‘ Gy

As stated by Timoshenko and Goodier [13], solutions of (3.8) in the

form of polynomials are of interest in the case of “long" rectangular

beams, long meaning a length to the stress ratio of 10 or more. How to

choose a "suitable" polynomial is the subject of the next section.

3.2.2. Qheiee ef the §t;e§e Eehetieg Qoheidegihg the Baeic Assumptions

Both adherends and adhesives must be linear elastic, otherwise the

stress function method, which explicitly uses Hooke's law, would not be

valid. Constant and pure shear is assumed in the adhesive layer. To

obtain a state of pure shear, the adhesive layer must be thin and

deformable as compared to the adherends. The normal stresses, ox, in the

adherends are, according to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, assumed to

vary linearly over the adherend's thicknesses. Also, in Euler-Bernoulli

beam theory there are no transverse normal stresses oy.
Three different stress functions, $1, $2 and $0, for each layer of

the beam, will be "tailored" to the aforementioned basic assumptions.
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The coefficients of the terms in the resulting polynomials will have to

be found using the boundary conditions on outer surfaces and adherend-

adhesive interfaces.

The stress function for the adhesive layer, ¢0, is the easiest to

obtain. Because of the constant and pure shear assumption, and the de-

finition of the stress function in equation (3.7), $0 will contain only

one term and is given as,

¢0 ' EOXY (3.9)

Lower order terms are useless since they will always be differentiated

away. The shear stress in the adhesive layer is then given by:

82¢0
(3.10)

In simple beam theory, the normal stress ax is linearly dependent on the

applied moment at a certain point along the longitudinal axis. Because

the moment in our cantilever beam is a linear function of x, 0x will also

be linearly dependent on x. Moreover,¤x will be linear in y. Thus, the

proper functional form of Gx is,

¤x = (c1X+¢z)(c3 y + ct) (3.11)

Integrating equation (3.11) twice with respect to y, leads to the general

form of the stress function in the adherends

¢>=cxy2+dxy3+exy+fy2+gy3 (3.12)

where c, d, e, f and g are constants to be determined.

No quadratic or higher order terms in x are present because of the

condition, ey = O. Constant terms or terms linear in x or y only are

omitted because they do not lead to stresses.
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For the lower and upper adherend and for the adhesive layer, re-

spectively, the following stress functions will be used:

¢1¢2

= CZXY2 + ÖZXY3 + €2XY + EZYZ + g3Y3 (3.l3b)

(po :

eoxyUsingthe definition of the stress function, the stresses in the beam are

given by

G; = 2clx + 6d1xy + 2f; + 6gly (3.l4a)

G2 = Zcgx + ödgxy + 2f; + öggy (3.l&b)
x

Tx; = _ Zcly _ Bdlyz _ el (3.l@c)

T 2 = _ ZCZY
_ 3d2y2 _ E2 (3.l#d)

XY

Tx; =
_

eo (3.l&e)

where c_, d_, e_, f_ and g_ are the constants to be evaluated using the
1 1 1 1 1

boundary conditions.

3.2.3. ßgundary Qgggitiogs

In this section boundary conditions on stresses and displacements

will be expressed in terms of the stress function constants leading to a

set of linear algebraic equations for which only the results will be

given.

The shear stresses along the upper and lower outer surfaces of the

adherends are zero:
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y = ..h => Tx; = O => Zczh - 3d2h2 - C; = Ü (3•l6)

Shear stresses at both.aidesof the adherend-adhesive interface must be

equal:

, 1 „ „ 2 ; + 34 ;2 + e (3.17)y z [ s) > eo C1 1 1

3
- C :> TO 3 T 2 Z) CO =

‘
+ +82Yxy xy

Normal stresses on the free ends of the adherends are zero for all values

of y:

xs R -> Oäzß :> 2(;1Y.+6d1ly+2fl +Ög]Y=O

fl = - cl?. (3-lg)
=>

gl = - 411 (3.20)

OZ = O => ZCZQ. + 6d22y + Zfg + Ögzy = O
x

fz =
_ C2; (3.21)

Z)

gz = - dzg (3.22)

The integral of the shear stresses over the thickness of the beam is equal

to the externally applied shear force per unit width of the beam, for each

value of x. In the case of the cantilever loaded at the end this shear

force is constant and equal to P. Because of the symmetry of the beam

about its mid-surface, the integral can be split into two parts, one for

the upper and one for the lower half, both equalling half of the applied

load.
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h P
Y_h Txvdy _

b

_°
2 0 0 P

= d = ——> I-h Txy dy +
fü:

Txy Y zb

[ h
0 1 = P.1 dy +f 1 dy zb

O
xy C xy

P

=>

P

Equations (3.15) to (3.24) now provide ten equations in the eleven

unknown constants. Those ten conditions are all stress-related, none of

them CO!1t8i¤i1’1g material properties. The last condition will have

to express compatibility of displacements on each side of the adhesive

layer. The relative displacements of opposite points on the adhesive-

adherend interfaces must be related to the shear strain in the adhesive

layer (Figure 3.4). Obtaining this condition will be elaborate and it

will even be proved to be impossible to satisfy such a continuity condi-

tion for the whole length of the beam due to the constant shear stress

assumption. By definition, the engineering shear strain in the adhesive

.0 ,layer {xy, is given by.

(3.25){,2, = öl + @2
or, assuming small angles

övg
Vo +

-——-Ax — vg
0 - /111 + ..L._ä’i...—- (3.26)

Y — E- Axxy t
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Fig. 3.4 Deformation of an element of adhesive
in the adhesive layer.
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in which Au is the horizontal component of the relative displacement of

two opposing points on either side of the adhesive layer and V2 is the

Vertical displacement of the interface point on the upper adherend.

Au = u1(Y = C) ' U2 (Y ‘ ‘ C) (3°27)

The compatibility condition is then:

BV2
Vo = E + ... (3.28)
xy 2t 8x

Using the expressions for the stresses in the adherends, equations (3.14),

together with Hooke°s law and considering that there are no vertical

normal stresses, the displacement fields in the adherends can be obtained

by integration of the normal strains. Equations (3.21) and (3.22) are

also used.

V2 1-I E; dy c2(x - 2)+ 6dzY (X " 7~)1dY

= --% (2czy + 3d2y2) (x — 2) + V2(x) (3.29)

Similarlyz

(2Cly + 3d1y2) (x — 2) + V1(X) (3*30)

The horizontal displacements are obtained by integration of 52:

U1 = Ei dx =·é (clxz + 3d1x2y - 2cl2x - 6d12xy) + Ul(y) (3.31)

ug = si dx = é-(czxz + 3d2x2y — 2c22x — 6d22xy) + U2(y) (3.32)

Ul(y), U2(y), Vl(x) and V2(x) are to be evaluated using compatibility

equations (3.33) within each adherend, together with the boundary condi-

tion on the displacements (i = 1 or 2).
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Öu. OV. .
Ti

(3-33)
By Bx xy G

Substitution of the displacement expressions in this equation results,

for the lower adherend, in:

@1
F(x) + G(y) = - E- (3.34)

where

dV1(X) 1F(x) = ——E;—— +·E (3dlx2 — 6dlRx) = kl (3.35)

dU‘(y) Zcly 3dly2 V 2 + 3d 2) · k (3 36)G(y)=·—?aT+j;——+'—é*'E(¢1Y 1Y ‘ 2 ·

The right-hand side of equation (3.34) is a constant and because the sum

of the independent functions F(x) and G(x) is a constant, each must be a

constant also. Equations (3.35) and (3.36) are then integrated to find

Ul(y) and Vl(x), in which expressions four integration constants, Kl

to KL', remain to be evaluated. Replacing U1(y) and Vl(x) in equation

(3.30) and (3.31) results in the following displacements:

ul (clxz zcllx kg

v 2 3
Cl

2
dlya

(3 37)+E-<¤1y+d1>')·5‘>"1;"“ '

l :1 „
vl =

__E_ (zcly + gdlyz) (X - 2) + klx + k3 - E (dlx“ — 3d1>c><)

(3.38)
Usually, for isotropic beams, boundary conditions for displacements

are evaluated at the midsurface of the beam or, for simple bending, the

neutral axis, which position is an unknown in the case of the bonded

cantilever. What is known is that the neutral surface must lie somewhere
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between the midsurface of each adherend and the midsurface of the bonded

beam. In order to retrieve the deflection of an isotropic beam in the

perfect adhesion case, the boundary conditions are expressed for x and y

equal to zero; an artificial choice since the origin is no part of the

adherends if an adhesive layer is present, but leading to acceptable re-

sults.

The boundary conditions are that there is no vertical or horizontal

displacement at the origin and that a vertical element should stay ver-

tical after deformation. The last condition implies that the derivative

of the horizontal displacement with respect to y must be zero ([13], pp.

41-46).

u = 0
x = O

ac
—> V =Oy

8 0 Bul

F
= O

The resulting integration constants are;
e

kz S kg = kk = O and kl 2 - El (2.60)

which when substituted in equations 3.37 and 3.38 gives the following

displacements in the lower edherend:

U1 3dlx2y - 2c1lX · 6d12XY)

2 _ (3.41)' T V c

V
el 1 „

V1 =· — E- (Zcly + 3dly2)(x - 9.) - E- x — E(d1XL - 3dl$Lx) (3.42)

Similarly for the upper adherend:
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U2 =é- (czxz + 3d2x2y - 2c29,x - 6d29.xy) +ä
(CA'; + dz)/1)

„ eä 1 ..,2 = - E
qzcgy + 3d2y2)(x — 1) x - E

(c1;x— — Bdgix) (3.44)

Using these displacements, the right-hand side of the compatibility con-

dition (3.28) will be an expression containing terms in x and x2 as well

as constants.

...;..—---U1(y
S C) - u2(y = _ t)

+ (y = — ¤) = f(xO,xl,x2) (3.45)
2c dx

If compatibility is satisfied everywhere along the length, this

function f should equal Yiy for each value of x which is impossible because

of the assumption of constant shear stress (and hence constant shear

strain) in the adhesive layer. Thus, the price paid for the constant

shear stress assumption is that compatibility of displacements through

the adhesive thickness will not be satisfied everywhere. In fact the

condition can only be satisfied in one point, or at most two, since

equation (3.46) is a quadratic one.

To
s(x°,x1,x2> = Yfcy = EH (3-46)

a

From the strength of materials solution the shear stress is known

to be constant, in most cases, for a part of the beam near the loaded end.

Therefore the one point for which the condition will be assumed to be

satisfied, will be the end point, x = 2. Equation (3.46) expressed at x

= 2, will then provide the eleventh and last equation in the eleven un-

known stress function constants.
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1 V cl:2 dl:3

E (- 6:19.2 — 3dl!L2t)+-E(c1t2 + d1C3) · T
—
T

l V
C2 ÖZE33

—
E (-

62 3d2£2— 2:60
+ Zt ZCZC + 3d2t2) ·· T + = '

Ü
(3-*7)

Solution of the set of linear algebraic equations results in:

Ndl „ dz -
(3.*8)

2N

P2 N
gl = g2 = (3.50)

_ _ P l ZÄ _ 3 _ Ä Ä E 3 *1

Pl ZN _3 li -2H 3522bh(lw)D (·)

in which:

tw ¤ (3.53)

2 2 Jh 2
N = 1 + 2 v Mr} (3-5*)

Ca x. CL2 (~

2
' '1

D Ä. E- E 4„(l-e.1)(l-w+3w‘—w‘)
Ga 09. G 2

2
+ 2v w2(l-w) (3-55)

(

To each term in both N and D, a physical meaning can be attached.

The first term is related to bending deformation of the adherends, the
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second to the presence of the adhesive layer, the third to the shear de-

formation of the adherends, and the last one to Poisson effects. In the

case of relatively stiff adhesives, such as epoxies, there is roughly an

order of magnitude difference between two consecutive terms, decreasing

from the bending to the Poisson term. This is for beams that are not too

long.

Now that the constants are found, all stresses and displacements in

adherends and adhesive can be obtained by simple substitution in the ap-

propriate aforementioned expressions.

Note again that this solution is an approximate solution, satisfying

all equilibrium conditions, satisfying compatibility within each layer

separately, but only satisfying compatibility of displacements on both

sides of the adhesive layer in one point. Increasing the order of the

polynomial for the stress function, oo, could account for a varying shear

stress in the adhesive layer which would immediately imply that the de-

pendence of the normal stresses on x in the adherends would no longer be

linear, thus requiring higher order polynomials for the adherend's

stress functions. The only result of this would be for the analysis to

become more laborious and that expressing the through—the adhesive com-

patibility would lead to a higher order equation than quadratic in x.

This would mean that compatibility could never be completely satisfied

using polynomial stress functions.

3.2.4. Shear Stress in the Adhssiye Layer

Because the shear stress in the adhesive equals minus e0,riy is found

immediately to be:
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Ti. · $65:.: Fl - EL? <l-M +$’. <l-«·»2>% <3·56>
In section 4 of this chapter, the shear stress given. by equation

(3.56) will be compared to the maximum shear stress in the adhesive layer

as obtained in the strength of materials solution. It will also be de-

termined whether expression (3.56) can be related back to the simple cases

of perfect adhesion and no adhesion.

Hypothetically, the case of perfect adhesion is encountered when the

thickness of the adhesive layer, or its dimensionless form, „, approaches

zero as shown below.

fi‘§%=————$ISISIS=% <¤-50
ij; Tgy = (l-1) + fää = fää (3.38)

Obviously, after taking the necessary limits, the maximum shear stress

at the midsurface of an isotropic cantilever is retrieved. For the case

of no adhesion, Ga approaches zero, making the second term in N and D the

dominant one. Taking the double limit for both Ga and ~ going to zero,

riy
is logically found to be vanishing.

0(1-0)
lim N lim a
c·»0B=c—»0E th]? L, =2 (*59)

8 8 uJ<l·w)

m+0 w+O a

(3.60)
w+0
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3-3Replacing the stress function constants by their solution in

equations (3.42) or (3.44) results in the wanted deflection equation.

If transverse effects are ignored, each point of the beam for a certain

x moves downward the same amount.

@1 dx
V X (X3 • 3lX2) (3•6-1)

,P><l &_s ä.*l§-P§3--2
" Gbh 1--.,2 (3 D (1 6 )) + 2 Gbh D 2Ebh3 D (X 3“X)

(3.62)

The end deflection, 6, is then:

Ebh3 D GDD 1—„.„2 D 1--.,2 2D (3*63)

Like for the strength—of—materials solution, graphs can be made of 635 a

function of the adhesives deformability for various adhesive thicknesses

and beam lengths. Because the strength of materials approach isobvious—

ly the more acceptable solution, only one case will be examined for com-

parison in the next section.

6 can also be written as a bending deflection factor multiplied by

a dimensionless coefficient, E2 as in the earlier solution.

PM
=6 EE? ( )

— 2N ZE h 2
V

1 2N 1-w3 3N 3 6-B TT + Y? (2) _l—w D l—m2 + ZD
( ° J)
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3-4A

graphical comparison of the dependence on the adhesive°s

deformability of the shear stress in the adhesive and the end deflection

of the beam will be made for a beam of a given geometry. Expressed in

the notations of this chapter, its characteristics will be: t/h = 0.1

and l/h = 10.

In order to compare equivalent quantities, the dimensionless shear

stresses I, and the dimensionless end deflections 3, have to be expressed

for an identical definition of h. In Chapter 2, the maximum shear stress

in the adhesive layer 1m;x, and the end deflection 6, were found to be
X

mx:} l (2.41)Txy bhv? (1+2t/h) cosh a

6 = B
M3 (2.56)

2Ebh3(1+t/h)3

In these expressions, all parameters containing h, need to be

transformed to the definition of 11 in this chapter, being half the

thickness of the total beam. This is a cumbersome and not too relevant

work, which, in short, leads to:

max = Lzxy 1* bh 1
(3.66)

and

6 = 6* Ä.-? (3.67)
2Ebh

In equations (3.65) and (3.67), 1* and 3* are the transformed
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dimensionless maximum shear stress in the adhesive and the transformed
dimensionless end deflection of the beam. They are compared, in Figures

3.5 and 3.6, to their equivalents, T and E-, as obtained in the stress

function solution.
'I NO = jl l _ §§_ _w3

+ - (3.56)Txy bh 1+m El D 2bh ( D
j 0 _ —-jl (3.68)

Txy-Tbh

and
=‘P“

369)Ö 5zsbhßGenerally,both solutions show good agreement, especially for the

end deflection values in Figure 3.6. In both figures, identical

asymptotic values are reached and the major changes occur for the same

interval of adhesive deformability E/Ga. To obtain an estimate of the

end deflection or the maximum shear strain in the adhesive layer of a

bonded cantilever, both solutions can be used. When it comes to using

these quantities to actually calculate the adhesive shear modulus, slight

changes in shear stress or deflection can lead to huge differences in

adhesive properties. Therefore, the solution based on the less restrain-

ing assumption, the strength of materials solution in other words, should

be preferred over the other.

Other geometries as those which were used for this comparison lead

to similar graphs. They will only be somewhat shifted along the hori-

zontal axis, like the curves presented in Chapter 2.
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3-5In

this chapter, a stress function solution, based on a hypothetical

constant shear state in the adhesive layer was presented. That re-

straining assumption led to incomplete satisfaction of the compatibility

condition on displacements on both sides of the adhesive layer. Therefore

this solution should be handled with some caution.

When compared to the strength of materials solution, both solutions

showed good general agreement. The differences that were noted, however,

proved too important to use the stress function solution to calculate the

adhesives' shear modulus. The strength-of-materials solution is to be

preferred over the stress-function solution because of its less re-

straining assumptions.



4. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS SOLUTION

4.1The

strength of materials solution as presented in Chapter 2 will

be evaluated using the finite element code VISTA. The elements used are

8-node isoparametric quadrilateral elements. Horizontally the cantilever

is subdivided into 16 elements with refinements towards both the loaded

and the fixed end; vertically the adherends and adhesive layer each con-

tain 4 elements (Figure 4.1).

For a number of geometries the shear stress distribution in the ad-

hesive layer and the end deflection are analyzed, the results of which

are summarized in Table 4.1. Starting from a "standard beam", case 3 in

the table, for each run one of the beam characteristics, whether it was

the slenderness of the beam, the thickness of the adhesive layer or the

stiffness of the adhesive, was changed.

The values in the table will be discussed in the next section of this

chapter.

4.2Three features of the shear stress distribution in the adhesive layer

will be discussed: its Variation along the length and over the thickness

of the adhesive layer, and its dependence on geometrical and adhesive

parameters.

For cases 1, 3 and 4 in Table 4.1, the shear stress in the middle

of the adhesive layer as obtained using finite elements is compared to

the analytical solution in Figure 4.2. In this figure, two features catch

70
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the eye: firstly and most important, the excellent agreement between

numerical and theoretical values, and secondly that something happens to

the numerical shear stress at the loaded end of the beam. The reason for

this numerical instability is the very high stress gradient at the extreme

end of the adhesive layer. Since the outer surface of the adhesive layer

is free of stresses, the shear stress in the adhesive layer should drop

"instantly", meaning over a very short distance, from its maximum value

to zero for x is equal to 2. This end effect cannot be included in the

strength of materials solution and can only be accurately evaluated with

a highly refined element mesh in the neighborhood of the singularity.

One of the basic assumptions of the strength of materials solution

was that the adhesive acts in a state of pure shear, in other words that

the shear stress does not vary over the adhesive thickness. This as-

sumption is numerically confirmed in Figure 4.3. In this figure, the

"variation" of the shear stress over the adhesive thickness for various

positions along the length of the beam is pictured, only showing a very

slight change in magnitude near the loaded end.

A limited numerical parametric study of the maximum shear stress in

the adhesive layer is also conducted. Because of the numerical problem

near the end of the beam the values r:;x-fin.e1., as they are given in

Table 4.1, are obtained by extrapolation of the undisturbed shear stress

curves. Divided by P/bh, these maximum shear stresses can be compared

to those obtained by the theoretical solution, for example by superposing

them on Figure 2.11, resulting in Figure 4.4. Again, very good agreement

between numerical and theoretical values is noted.
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Fig. 4.3 Variation of shear stresses over the thickness of the
adhesive layer for various positions along the
x—axis.
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It can thus be concluded that the shear stress distribution in the

adhesive layer can accurately be described by its strength of materials

solution.

4-3In Chapter 2, the load was assumed to be applied half at the upper

adherend, half at the lower, for reasons of symmetry and to avoid intro-

ducing additional normal stresses in the adhesive layer. When the beam

is loaded so that it moves downwards, compressive stresses will develop

in the adhesive layer if the load is applied at the upper adherend and

tensile stresses when loaded at the lower (Figure 4.5).

The stresses in the adhesive layer for a cantilever loaded at the

lower adherend (Figure 4.5b) are numerically obtained and compared to the

stresses for a beam equally loaded at the upper and lower adherend (Figure

4.6). The shear stress distribution for both cases are perfectly equal,

whereas large normal stresses occur for the case of one—sided loading,

compared to no normal stresses at all for the other. This normal stress

distribution is very similar to the one obtained near the ends of the

overlap in lap joints, where these large tensile stresses are called peel

stresses.

Because of the linearity assumption, the normal stresses in Figure

4.6 only change signs when the cantilever is loaded at the upper adherend

and large compressive stresses are induced. As a matter of fact, the

stresses as shown in Figure 4.6 are those that are obtained, except for

the sign of the normal stresses ay, at the supported ends of a beam in
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three-point bending. In the middle of such a beam, where the load is

applied, an additional compressive zone exists.

4.4 Defleetiog ef the ßeeg

The end deflections obtained by finite element analysis are compared

to the theoretical values in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7. Rather large

differences are hereby noted, the theoretically obtained deflections be-

ing systematically 8 to 10 percent larger than the numerical ones. The

reason why the numerically obtained deflections are smaller is that they

are computed for a plane strain assumption whereas Euler-Bernouilli beam

theory is based on a plane stress situation, an option which is not pro-

vided in vista. A plane strain situation is found in bending of plates

where transversal effectsincrease thebending stiffness by a factor l/l—vi

[13, pp. 288-290]. For metals this means that the bending stiffness in

the case of plane strain will be about 10 percent larger than for a plane

stress case, which accounts for the 10 percent difference that was noticed

between numerical and theoretical values.

In Figure 4.8 the vertical displacements of the cantilever as ob-

tained from finite element analysis and from the strength of materials

solution are shown. In Figures 4.9 and 4.10, the deflections are depicted

for two typical metal-adhesive combinations: steel adherends bonded by

a rubber adhesive and aluminum adherends bonded by an epoxy adhesive,

respectively used in the automotive and aerospace industries. They are

compared to the deflections in the cases of "no adhesion" and "perfect

adhesion." It is seen that for the rubber-steel beam, because of the very

deformable adhesive layer, a very thin layer of it already leads to a
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Fig. /+.9 Deflection of a steel—rubber beam, compared to the cases
of "perfect adhesion" and "no adhesion" (E = 30 msi
(207 GPa), Ga = 357 psi (2./+6 MPa); plane lines:
theoretical values; slashed line: finite element values).
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Fig. 4.10 Deflection of an aluminum—ep0xy beam, compared t0 the
cases of "perfect adhesion" and "no adhesion" (E =
l0 msi (69 GPa), Ga = 38-5 ksi (0.265 GPa); plane
lines: theoretical values; slashed line: finite
element values).
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large difference with the perfect adhesion case, contrarily to the

epoxy-aluminum beam where a third adhesive layer is necessary to obtain

some sensitivity of the deflection to the presence of the adhesive layer.

4.6From

this numerical analysis three major conclusions can be drawn.

The first of which is that the adhesive layer behaves indeed in a state

of pure shear when the beam is equally loaded at both adherends, and that

large normal stresses are induced in the adhesive layer near the loaded

end when this is not the case. Secondly, that there is excellent agree-

ment for the shear stress distribution in the adhesive layer between nu-

merical and theoretical results. And finally, that although large

differences were noted for the deflection values, the agreement between

theoretical and numerical results is fairly good considering the latter

to be based on a plane strain instead of a plane stress assumption.



5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

5.1 Introduction

Some ideas are presented in this chapter on how nonlinear elastic

or viscoelastic behavior can be built in the strength-of-materials sol-

ution. Both material characteristics are in principle easily accounted

for, but lead analytically to huge problems.

Also a possible use of the bended cantilever in the field of fracture

mechanics is mentioned.

5-2In the strength of materials solution of Chapter 2, the adhesive

behavior was introduced only in the continuity equation (2.12). A linear

elastic shear characteristic for the adhesive layer was assumed there,

replacing the shear strain vxy in the adhesive by:

,kx
Yxy Ca (2.6)

The same deflection equation (2.4) and continuity equation (2.12)

will be the starting point in this section, except that the shear strain

in the adhesive will be induced as some nonlinear function of the shear

stress

(man (24)dx-
_

2 2 X xy °

x 9.
(h+2c) S2

- 2c Y (1 ) ·
JL 1 (A) dA dn = 0 (5.1)

dx xy xy Eh
O n

xy I
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In exactly the same way as in Chapter 2, the differential equation will

be derived for Txy: first by double differentiation of the continuity

equation, then by single differentiation of the deflection equation and

finally by combining both resulting equations.

Double derivation of the continuity equation with respect to x:

dz Y (T >dzv xy xy 2 _
2· 2C + " O (5• )

Derivation of the deflection equation with respect to x:

3 h+2C1 d V
- - 3 _. (5.3)E -7dx 2 + b 2 Txy

Elimination of the deflection term out of equations (5.2) and (5.3)

and some rearrangement leads to the differential equation in Txy and

Yxy•

2 +d Yxy(‘xy) _ b(h+2t)z + l A)
dx 4tEI Eht

“xy
4tEI °

This equation is identical to the one obtained for linear elastic

behavior except for the first term which contains all the difficulty,

since Yxyis an implicit function of x. Using some advanced calculus

theorems that term can be developed:

3 drL Y - lzz _.>s>: (6.6>
dx xy ST dx

XY

d BY drL .32 ..>sx
dx Yxy dx Btxy dx

alxz dzzxy zzzxg dzxg 2
(6 6>= ST y dx + ÜTXYT dx

.
X
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This finally leads to a nonlinear second order differential equation with

varying coefficients. No analytical solutions exist for that kind of

differential equation so that an exact solution can only be obtained by

numerical means.
2 2 2 _

Mx; d Tx;
+

8 lx; Mx; _ b(h+2t)2 + 1 __ P(h+2t)
91 dx 31* dx I_ MBI Eht MBIXY XY

(5.7)
A frequently used nonlinear characteristic is the power law, usually ex-

pressing rxy as a power function of Y . Considering the form of equation
XY

(5.7), the inverse relation will be used here, expressing Y as a power
XY

function of Txy, equation (5.8), although it is possible, but laborious,

to express the differential equation in terms of «Y . k, l and n are
XY

material constants.

Y = k T + 9. T
H (5-8)

XY XY XY

SY _
+ —T}9l=k+2nr

“l
<6.9>arxy xy

32Y

T
n 2 (5-lO)

Br XY
XY

Eventually the differential equation for the shear stress in the

adhesive in the case of a power law material behavior is obtained.

dzv: dT 2
n-1 X , n—2 xv

(K + {LH

Txyb(h+2t)2 l P(h+2t) - ll
4tEI + Bth Txyz" AcEI

(D )
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5-3The

correspondence principle [15] for problems in which one of the

constituting materials shows time dependent behavior and for which an

analytical solution is available, is used in this section. Since the

strenght-of-materials solution is a linear one, the behavior is re-

stricted to linear viscoelasticity.

In the strength-of-materials solution for the bonded cantilever,

subjected to an end load, the shear stress in the adhesive layer, the

maximum shear stress and shear strain in the same layer and the end de-

flection of the beam were respectively given by equations (2. 34), (2.41),

(2.42) and (2.53). These equations are repeated here. The adhesive be-

havior was contained in parameter Ä- only, equation (2.21).

(1 — cosh Ei + tanh E Sinh (2.34)

max _ P [ _ 1 2Txy “ b·y“’(h+2t) [1 cash E] ( Al)

max _ P _ ;__ 2 Q2Yxy —
GabY·(h+~2t)

[1
cosh H] ( ° )

2 2 Ä

in which

2 = 1 (2.20)1 1 + 3(1+2t/h)2

..
= 3 -Q-L

2 (1+2C/h)2 (2.21)Q Y E h c7h
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According to the correspondence principle, all time dependent quan-

tities have to be replaced by their Laplace transforms, s being the

Laplace parameter.

p ., $(S) (5.12a)

Ga .„ (5.12b)

- .. EJS) 1 2 (1+2t/h)2 2

This leads for example for the maximum shear stress to:

—max = F(s) 1Yxy (S) cosh ä(s)) (5*3)

Then, the Laplace transforms have to be written in their explicit

forms, assuming some viscoelatic model, Kelvin or Maxwell behavior for

example, and some specific type of loading, creep loading for example

(Figure 5. 1).

For a creep test:

Fqs) = S (6.14)

Finally, to return to the time domain, the inverse Laplace transform

of the equation under consideration needs to be taken, which for the

present problem is easier said than done.

5-4The Double Cantilever Beam or DCB test is a known fracture test for

adhesives [16]. In this test the adherends in a bonded cantilever are

pulled away from each other so that a crack in the adhesive layer will

propagate in mode I, Figure 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2 Double cantilever beam test.
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Fig. 5.3 Bonded cantilever subjected
to an end load.
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In the case of a bonded cantilever beam loaded at the end by two

equal forces in the same direction, the adhesive is now known to be in a

state of pure shear, for which a solution is available. A crack in the

adhesive layer will thus propagate in Mode II, so that this test geometry

(Figure 5.3) could be used to obtain Mode II fracture energies.

Moreover, by making the end loads unequal, a mixed mode that can be

seen as a superposition of modes I and II is obtained, Figure 5.4.

5-5Introduction of nonlinear adhesive behavior in the strength-of-

materials analysis, leads to a nonlinear second order differential

equation with varying coefficients in the shear stress in the adhesive

layer, for which no analytical solution exists. Numerical analysis is

thus necessary for the case of nonlinear adhesive behavior.

Application of the superposition principle for linear viscoelastic

adhesive behavior results in equations in the Laplace domain that are very

difficult to transform to the time·domain.

The cantilever beam, subjected to an end load can be used to obtain

Mode II fracture characteristics and can be combined with the DCB Test

to obtain mixed mode loading.
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Fig. 5.4 Bonded cantilever: beam in mixed mode loading.



6. CONCLUSIONS

Use of a bonded cantilever beam specimen for the measurement of ad-

hesive shear properties is investigated. A strength of materials type

solution is obtained for the shear stress state in the adhesive layer,

sharing good agreement with finite element results.

Governed by the relative displacement of the adherends on both sides

of the adhesive layer, the shear stress is shown to Vary from zero at the

fixed end to a maximum value at the free end. For relatively long beams

and thin adhesive layers a constant shear zone exists in the neighborhood

of the free end. Under those conditions, that maximum shear stress can

be calculated from a knowledge of the load and the beam geometry only.

Therefore, by measuring the relative displacement between the adherends

or the shear strain in the adhesive layer, the shear modulus can be de-

termined. Numerically the shear stress is shown to be uniform through

the thickness of the adhesive layer.

An expression for the beam deflection is obtained and related to the

adhesiVe°s shear modulus. A graphical method is presented to determine

the modulus from deflection measurements. These deflection tests are also

a simple wayto compare surface treatmentsor different typesof adhesives.

To that purpose a coefficient of adhesion is introduced. For good sen-

sitivity, relatively short beams and thick adhesive layers are recom-

mended.

The adhesive layer acting in a state of pure shear, the cantilever

beam specimen can be useful to obtain mode II fracture energies. Imple-

95
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mentation of nonlinear and viscoelastic adhesive behavior into the

strength of materials solution is briefly mentioned.
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